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A light
touch
Being a stranger working in a
distant land is hard enough,
but as a portrait photographer
presents all sorts of challenges.
Nick Cavanagh has found a formula
that celebrates the difference and
creates hard-hitting yet connected
and natural portraiture
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UKAID-funded drug dispensary in
Jigawa State, North Nigeria
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igeria is a tough place to be.
It’s a huge melting pot of over
500 ethnic groups, mainly
Christian or Muslim, that together number
around 170 million people. It also has a
large economy, matched in size only by its
reputation for corruption. You might think
that you understand what corruption is –
no, there’s nothing quite like experiencing
it on the ground. Nick Cavanagh ABIPP
is a British photographer who has spent a
great deal of time living and working in the
country and he reports: ‘You can’t properly
get a gist of the way of life until you come
up against a simple moment that in the
West would be shocking – a Policeman
waves you down for no reason at all and
he won’t let you go until you give up
a few hundred Naira (a few pounds).
It’s just everyday life here at the most
basic level.’
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Nick works on a consultancy basis for
Department for International Development
funded projects (DFiD) and also various
NGOs operating in Nigeria and wider West
Africa. It’s a ‘market’ that he has specifically targeted. ‘It is where my clients are,’
says Nick. ‘And just like any other business
you have to focus on what has the greatest
potential.’ The role of his photography is to
document international aid projects, but to
leave it at that would be a dis-service to his
success in the sector. A few grabs from his
recent client list read impressively: British
Council; Foreign & Commonwealth Office;
Office of Gordon and Sarah Brown; UK Aid;
and the US State Department.
Nick currently resides in Kenmare,
County Kerry, in the south-west corner of
Ireland but originally hails from Warrington.
Clearly, a lot of the time he’s abroad with
work but this is not a sector that a photographer just happens to get into. What’s the
back-story? In 1992, Nick spent a year in
South Africa working on a volunteer-based
photo education project in the run up to the
first post-Apartheid elections. He says: ‘My
perception of South Africa was that of an
evil place, but I soon realised it wasn’t true
at all – if the place was evil why were people
flying in, they should be running out? At the
time, I was staying in Kuruman, a farming
settlement that was a highly conservative
Afrikaans area, still maintaining much of
the Apartheid legacy and on arrival, a bomb
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A post-natal community weigh-in
session is held weekly in this DfIDfunded rural clinic
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Nick Cavanagh / Nigeria

g exploded at the local ANC office. I headed down

confident enough to deal with it and
laugh it off as if it’s a joke. That’s the first
thing you learn!’
Then comes the general circumstances of living – these commissions
are no vacation and certainly are not for
everyone: ‘You never know where you
are staying and when you arrive it’s just
a room and a bed. Comfort isn’t part of

Nigeria is amazingly fertile – the UK
supports agriculture sustainability
projects to enable better results from
annual crops

I wash all of my clothes each night in the hotel room
– it makes for the most efficient existence and is just
a way of being that you quickly get used to.’
Nick usually travels with a driver, who’s also the
guide, and a project officer – who might also carry a
camera of their own. It’s natural to ask whether Nick
has ever felt ‘in the way’ during these assignments. He
replies: ‘No, I never have. If I’m carrying out work for
a post-natal health programme for example I know in
advance that I’m going to be presented with northern
Nigerian breast-feeding mums who have no English
and I can’t communicate with them along normal
lines. There’s no point pretending that there’s any
middle ground. I’ll jump out of the car and try to say
hello and establish equality between us. We are different and we are the same – it can be a celebration of
difference if you make it that way. If anyone indicates
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The Umuada of Nigeria receive
training from J4A Nigeria – a joint
British Council DfID justice
reform project

the equation and the usual trappings of
western life are not on the agenda. To be
honest my main concern is power – is
there a mains supply and for how long
is it going to be on? Obviously you have
to travel light and try not to be too
conspicuous – a couple of camera bodies
and a few lenses is about it, plus a MacBook Pro. Then you’re onto washing…
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there, camera in hand, and the Police Chief asked
me which paper I was from. I had never taken a
commercial picture in my life at that point, but I
just came out with “I’m Nick from the Daily Mirror”
and somehow you could say that it set the tone and
it was the beginning of my career in photography.
I took rare shots of the bomb scene which were
eventually published around the world.’ Whilst Nick
lived in Nigeria full time for three years from 2010,
commissions now take the form of two-week trips
to support the monitoring and evaluation of aid and
development work.
Nick describes professional life in Nigeria: ‘If
you’re taking a photograph, then you’re going to be
asked to give the authorities something “for their
supper”. I never give a penny, but you have to be

Nick Cavanagh / Nigeria
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g that they don’t want their picture taking then

I have to be prepared to walk away without
any attempts at persuasion. However, I always
indicate that I want people to look straight
down the lens – I don’t shy away from close
quarters portraiture – long lenses are not
part of my bag and this is not reportage. It’s
a matter of the eventual viewer of the picture
being able to see the integrity behind the
image – we’re both clearly in the same room,
inhabiting the same space.’
Travelling light and often over long
distances (Nigeria is getting on for four times
the size of the UK) means Nick is almost
always working with natural light. There is
more to this choice than just the practicalities:
‘I go into a house and there are probably no
windows – just a door. If I add light it ruins
the relationship between the person and the
situation that they’re in. They often live, work
and sleep in that environment – that’s the
story. Africa’s grainy and that’s the way I see it
– I’m not about to try to control it.’
Nick expands on the process of a
commission: ‘We’ll arrive at a small village
and the community will be aware of our visit
already and first we go to meet the chief or
elders – or even the King of that people. He’ll
ask me to take his portrait. Then, with his
permission I’ll have the OK to walk around
the village, visiting the clinic or school. Say
on a post-natal health project I will have a
look at what DFiD are doing and what the
priorities are – perhaps the focus is on hand
washing and general hygiene. There will have
been an advance meeting that would raise
g

A town crier informs villagers
of an upcoming free polio
immunisation session.
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g specific priorities and the client will tell me

what the “intervention” is, as they call it. But
I do keep my eyes peeled independently too.
A well-resourced school in the same location
could be of interest to another project or
organisation. It’s really just like any commission – there’s a brief and there’s some
flexibility and you find your way through the
reality with which you’re faced. However, my
primary aim is to go above and beyond – I
cannot simply be supplying the expected
range of work. It’s the connection that it’s
important to find, otherwise the results could
be soulless and simply observational. And on
top of all that, the light is different in Nigeria.
The sun is almost always right above you
and dusk is over in 20 minutes. There’s not
the range of surrounding atmosphere that
as a photographer you could normally rely
upon to generate difference or added feeling
in pictures. So that leaves connection and
composition to create the right shots.’
Nick’s commercial relationships are based
on the staff posted there and international
development posts are typically three years
long, running concurrently with project life
spans. Each time the cycle comes to an end
Nick finds himself re-generating a contact
base. He sums it up: ‘I have to be known as a
friend of the region and a friend of development issues. But every three years or so it’s
as if I have no track record – certainly I have
nothing to rest on. Then again, “Africa” is not
going to be solved in the next 50 years – aid
projects will continue and everything in this
age of increased scrutiny has to be communicated, measured and evaluated.’
They say that Africa is in the blood – and
Nick freely admits that with a young family
back in Ireland, evenings chasing a mains
electricity supply can be tough – but the
Giant of Africa for now at least keeps pulling
him back for more. tP
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The UK spends a great deal of time
and effort supporting small business
development – such as these mobile
phone repairers from Benue state
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